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Handset

Drive up/down

 This function serves for an easy height adjustment of the desk.

› Press             or             . 

 The keys have to be pressed until the desired height of the desk has been reached. The display always shows 

 the actual height. 

 For example:

 The desk moves as long as the keys are pressed or until the end position is reached.

Buttons for setting 
desired height Display

Lower
Drive

Higher

Memory button
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Saving preferred height

Moving to a saved preferred position

 This function is for saving a preferred desk height. 4 preferred heights can be saved.
› Move to the desired desk height.

› Press          . You will see the following:

› Press one of the keys:

 After having pressed the position key “S” and the number of the position key is displayed.

 For example:

 At the end of the memory procedure a double ‘Click’ is heard and after 2 seconds the actual height is read again.  

 For example:

 This function allows the desk to move to a saved preferred height.

› Press and hold one of the keys:

If the memory key is pressed for a second time the actual height is shown on the display and 

nothing is saved. If the position key is not pressed again within 5 seconds after having pressed the 

memory key the actual height will appear again on the display and nothing is saved.

If any other key is pressed while the desk is moving towards the saved position the desk stops.

The desk moves towards the position as long as the key is pressed. After reaching the saved height or if the 

key is not pressed anymore the desk stops.

= Attention
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Setting of indicated height

 With this function the indicated height can be changed.

› Press            . You will see the following:

›  Press and hold for about 5 seconds until the display starts flashing.
 For example:

›  Now you can set the height with     or with           .
 During this procedure the desk does not move.

› If the position is correctly set the new height can be saved by pressing          .

 The position is saved and the display stops flashing.

 The new height is also saved if no key is pressed within 5 seconds and the display stops flashing.

If the next key is not pressed within 5 seconds the control returns to standard mode again.

If the sequences described below are not observed the control returns to standard mode again 

and can be normally operated.

= Attention
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› Press and hold            to go to the preferred height.

›  Amending the height in the display by using        or          .

 Press             for higher.

 Press             for lower.

›  Confirm with          .

 After confirmation the actual height can be read off of the display (display does not flash anymore) and 

 the system is ready for further programming.

Reset procedures

 If the desk is not aligned in a proper way or an other motor is connected to the programmed system the 

 software has to be reset.

› Press          and            all at the same time and keep the keys pressed until the display shows “S7”.

 If “S7” is not displayed press          until “S7” is displayed.

› Press            to confirm.

 Display flashes ”088”.

› Press            until the highest position is reached. Motor stops automatically.

 Motor works with half speed; going down is not possible.

› Measure the actual height from top to floor.

› Put this height in the display using keys            or  .

 Press             for higher.

 Press             for lower.

›  Press             to confirm.

 After confirmation the display flashes “068”.


